
notice a cunning left hander and
followed TT up a long hill (shiggy
score 9). Having travelled about
half a mile they noticed that there
was no trail to be seen. They then
milled around and debated whether
they had crossed the motorway
once, twice or even three times in
the hope that this would allow
them to calculate the fastest route
to the pub. This strategy proved to
be hopeless, so they decided to
retrace their footsteps. They raced
back down to the bottom of the
hill where they ran into the RA,
accompanied by the knitting circle
and assorted walking wounded. This
motley group soon arrived at
Tattenham corner which they
greeted with some alarm and much
muttering as it was already 12:15.

Clever Trevor gloomily
predicted that they were at least 45
minutes from home, but within 5
minutes another helpful arrow

Date 25-02-07

Hare Desperate Dan

Venue Walton on the Hill

On On The Bell
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Sunday.
Reacting in an instant to the

GM's cries of On On, the pack
ambled off into the woods in
search of flour. They searched in
vain, there was none.  Further
scrutiny of the muddy patch of
woodland (shiggy score 5.5)
adjacent to the pub confirmed that
apart from the occasional
discarded tissue or condom there
was no sign of anything white in
the vicinity. Had Mr Tesco failed
to provide?   Did the hare suffer
from a gluten intolerance?  Has
the hash heeded recent advice
from the Surrey Flour Rangers and
become Eco friendly? No, to all of
these. Apparently the hare had
elected to lay the trail with wood
chippings. Close interrogation of
Desperate Dan later revealed  his
concern that marauding forests
creatures might consume a more
traditional trail. As a precaution
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against such disaster, he therefore
decided to use a less easily
digestible material. Those who
attended the recent hash quiz may
wonder how a hare with so many
inedible white powders at his
disposal could have failed to
employ one of them as a flour
substitute. To his credit though,
Desperate Dan accompanied the
pack throughout  carrying with
him another unusual hashing
accessory, namely a bucket of
sand. He used this to provide
helpful arrows for the benefit of
the late, the lost and the lazy at
strategic points in the trail. What
a thoughtful hare; take note Uncle
G!

You may by now be wondering if
your scribe is to provide any detail
about the run itself. The simple
answer is, not a lot. A series of
early checks through some
relatively muddy woods (shiggy

The instructions warned of a
rough track and a Mere pond. Of
the many potholes and puddles,
mere or otherwise, there was no
mention.  The  omission of the
words quagmire and bog may also
with hindsight seem remiss, as
these were the prominent features
of both the final approach to the
car park and the trail.

At eleven o'clock sharp the On
On was called by the GM. This
action was noted by the RA who
later declared it to be a major
breach of hash etiquette. Hash
etiquette, whatever next? Perhaps
he be turning up next week with a
written protocol. Bon Bugle will
have her revenge. I hear that her
pig has been returned following the
latest in a series of kidnappings by
rubber phobic hares. No doubt
whoever returned it was keen to
ensure that it will be back in
commission for Uncle G's run next

score 6-8) took a while to solve,
for reasons that are unclear.  At
least they kept the pack together.
They then stood by the side of a
road for some time, waiting for the
hare to draw one of his helpful
sand arrows. He obliged and the
elusive woodshaving piles were
soon discovered by those that had
the sense to follow the sign.

There followed a relatively dry
section of trail down a long
straight track, which rarely
managed a shaggy score of more
than 2. Then back onto blacktop
where Popeye was spotted running
in the opposite direct to everyone
else. No change there!

The trail weaved its way across
some fields (shaggy score a mere 5
out of ten) and emerged beneath
the M25 . At this point the pack
split into several groups. The front
runners managed to follow the
trail, but a dozen hashers failed to

Bloody  Mary ,  Despera te
D a n ,  S h i g g y  t o  d i e  f o r

 Bu t  no  Cow P ie !
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revealed the location of Desperate
Dan and a table loaded with drinks.
The bloody Marys had been
prepared by Nancy and Sarah
according to their own secret
recipe. The brew seemed to consist
mostly of alcohol with only a hint
of tomato and Tabasco, but it was
declared excellent by all. Thank
you ladies.

Much revived, the pack set off
again bearing right over the hill and
down into a particularly nasty
section of shiggy (score 10 ++)
through which they were forced to
squelch, as there was no way round.
Before long they reached the final
check where Invisible took
advantage of his local knowledge
and led a small group of believers
to the right and therefore away
from the true path. Arriving at the
top of the final hill some thought
they were home and dry, but no
such luck. They were forced to
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1665 -
Great

Plague!

11-03-07 Cardiff
Conversion

Whitmoor
Common

1666 -
Fire of

London

18-03-07 Golden Balls

1667 25-03-07

1668 01-04-07 FRB (April Fool!) Loseley Park

1669 Short An’

Run 1664

Date 04-03-07

Hare Gibber & Mrs G

Venue Westbrook

On On Golden Fleece (Thai )

SSA 116 C2(old), 130
F7(new)

Scribe FRBDirections:

Take a fast blast South down A3, past Guildford, and then get
off at Milford slip road. At RB turn right and take B3001, SP
Elstead. At Green in Elstead turn left(Thursley Road), and
after quarter mile turn right into Westbrook Hill. After half mile
park tightly on right along verge of Westbrook Green, from the
seat onwards. Do NOT block the 4WD parked outside cottage
on Green. Watch Fran still arrive late!!

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Affix Stamp
 Here

30.   Right-handed people live, on average; nine
years longer than left-handed people.
31. Ten percent of the Russian government's
income comes from the sale of vodka.
32.   In the United States, a pound of potato chips
costs two hundred times more than a pound of
potatoes.
33.   A giraffe can go without water longer than a
camel.
34.   A person cannot taste food unless it is mixed
with saliva. Forexample, if a strong-tasting
substance like salt is placed on a dry tongue, the
taste buds will not be able to taste it. As soon as a
drop of saliva is added and the salt is dissolved,
however, a definite taste sensation results. This is
true for all foods.
35.   Nearly 80% of all animals on earth have six legs.

circumnavigate series of large
puddles and cross the small
swamp (shaggy score 10+++),
which during long forgotten
periods of drought, serves as the
pub's beer garden.

The down downs were
conducted in some confusion as
the GM choose to address both
hare and sinners as Stilton.
Desperate Dan's run was well
received by all. It just shows what
you can get away with when you
provide a decent drinks stop.
The RA consulted his little black
book and punished various
miscreants including Clever
Trevor for kicking a dog and SBJ
for running. Isn't that what we

are supposed to do? Dangling
Dildo, or whatever his name is,
caused much excitement in the
car park by revealing his all
(what both? and quelle surprise -
Teq) and then we all adjourned to
the pub.

OnON - SBJ

Well I bet you all enjoyed that -
A change is as good as a .. as a
.. as a pint? I bet SBJ enjoyed
that too despite my badgering!
Come on folks volunteer to do
this stuff, she rambled on  so
much we had to postpone
FRB’s poems for a week (!!).

I have seriously updated the
web! see www.surreyh3.org
OnON Teq


